IS PROTECTIONISM EVER JUSTIFIED
Building Some Arguments for Protectionism. Therefore protection, via tariffs on ' dumped' goods can be justified to
prevent the long-term exploitation of the.

Some of the larger ones attain enough global power and geographic diversification to be difficult to break up
via domestic antitrust laws. Provided by: Wikipedia. The argument goes that if each country focused and
specialised on what they do best or cheapest, they would produce better quality or cheaper products. It was
designed to protect farmers from agricultural imports from Europe. Some of the larger ones attain enough
global power and geographic diversification to be difficult to break up via domestic anti-trust laws. These
could be a cheap workforce, technological expertise, geography or a rare resource. Dumping: Selling goods at
less than their normal price, especially in the export market as a means of securing a monopoly. Subscribe
Thanks. Ford cars could get more expensive. Once the outrage against his protectionist threat subsides, a
number of countries will be happier to lift their own forms of protectionism against American products and
sign trade deals more favourable for US exports. This argument is predicated on the idea that buying more
domestically will drive up national production, and that this increased production will in turn result in a
healthier domestic job market. If the United States closes its borders, other countries will do the same. The
obvious perspective, from a policy making context, is that these are jobs lost to overseas competitors. History
has proven the value of protection for the countries employing tariff-based international trade policies.
Provided by: Boundless. In many ways, the WTO is more complex than other international trade agreements
because it incorporates a variety of smaller agreements into a larger framework. One of the pitfalls of tariffs is
the likelihood of retaliation, where the foreign government returns with similar tariffs. This could have
important ramifications for the US and other world economies. For this unit it is vital to be aware of up to date
examples and issues. Every WTO member gets charged the lowest tariff that an importer charges any other
member. Antiprotectionism Since Smoot-Hawley, most countries have been antiprotectionist. Trade
Restriction Strategies Offsetting the threats of outsourcing and trade imbalances and driving domestic
purchasing, and thus domestic production, is done through a variety of political vehicles. Free trade
agreements could advance world economy. These could then be traded between countries, making every
consumer happier.

